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E-List 24
- February Miscellany -

Dear friends and colleagues,

Emphasis on "Miscellany" in this month's e-list. Along with the usual mix of Americana, modern lit,
and unique material, you will also find a generous helping of zines and poetry chapbooks, not to
mention an embalming manual and trade catalogs for hair dyes and hair nets (for those of us
struggling with seasonal affective bad hair).
 

Best,
The gang at Capitol Hill Books, ABAA/ILAB

Uncommon Black Mountain College exhibition catalog

1. Basil King and Karl Stuecklen [drawings]; Stephanie and Louis Rowan [poems]

Spring! A Friendly Local Press anthology celebrates the show of paintings, watercolors, and
drawings by Basil King and Karl Stuecklen, April 6-27, 1969, at the Star Turtle Gallery, 306
Bowery, New York [Inscribed and Signed by the Rowans]

New York?: Friendly Local Press, 1969. First Edition. Folio (30.5cm.); publisher's white photo-
illustrated staple bound card wrappers; [32]pp.; illus. throughout. Light wear from handling,
wrappers unevenly toned, else Very Good and sound. Inscribed and signed "the Rowans" on title
page.

Uncommon exhibition catalog featuring a series of drawings by Black Mountain College poet and
painter Basil King titled "Speaking Together."

Price: $150

"Here it is, at last"

2. Bob Flanagan

Slave Sonnets [Signed]

Los Angeles: Cold Calm Press, 1986. First Edition, one of 700 copies. Octavo; publisher's pictorial
wrappers; unpaginated. Light wear and creasing to edges, otherwise binding is sound and pages
unmarked. Signed by Flanagan with inscription to previous owner at title page. A Very Good copy
of a scarce title from the performance artist; uncommon signed.
 

Price: $250

From Sheree to Cheri

3. Bob Flanagan; Sheree Levin [photography]

The Wedding of Everything [Signed by Flanagan and Levin]

Los Angeles: Sherwood Press, 1983. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's photo-illustrated wrappers.
Wear and creasing to edges with some general scuffing, binding otherwise sound and pages
unmarked. Very Good. Signed by Flanagan at title page and photographer Sheree Levin at copyright
page, with brief inscriptions to previous owner.
 

Price: $250

"sort of life the Big Kahoona meets the RAMONES"

4. [David Arnson]

Insect Surfers

Redondo Beach, CA? n.d., ca. 1989. First Edition. Quarto (28cm.); green pictorial wrappers staple
bound at top left-hand corner; [19]ll.; illus. Wear from handling, old phone number in sharpie to
upper wrapper, else Very Good.

Part-zine, part-newsclipping service, this self-published promotional packet from the "techno-surf"
band the Insect Surfers provides a short biography of the group, which was founded by David
Arnson in Washington, DC, in 1979, as well as xeroxed and highlighted news clippings ("sort of life
the Big Kahoona meets the RAMONES"); and flyers for gigs at Toe's Tavern in Redondo Beach,
CA. Date of publication based on news clippings which don't go past 1989.

Probably goes without saying that we can't find this separately catalogued in OCLC as of February,
2024.
 

Price: $125

A fascinating and now mostly lost sliver of cured meat in the smorgasbord of New Age
thought

5. Dorelle Heisel

The Kairos Dimension

[New York]: Interface Book [Gordon and Breach], [1974]. Presumed First Edition. Octavo;
publisher's cloth in neon orange printed dust jacket; [4],300pp.  Jacket rather significantly rubbed at
margins and spine folds with a number of tiny chips and closed tears, none approaching text, light
dust-soil, corners bumped, else Very Good, internally clean and sound.

"The Kairos dimension is nature taking its electronic course through you by providing strategies for
amplifying your sensory range" (p. 1). Dorelle Heisel, an assistant professor at the University of
Cincinnati, appears to have specialized in harnessing one's Kairos dimension through
"Biofeedback," a.k.a. "A new way of self-control" in which patients could be hooked up to
machinery such as an electromyograph, an alphaphone, or a thermister-idonograph, whose output
could theoretically read the person's bodily response and in doing so provide the patient with the
tools for greater bodily self-control. For more information see the Cincinnati Magazine, May, 1975
issue.
 

Price: $75

Just three copies in OCLC

6. E.F. Williams

The Urban Poet

Brooklyn, NY: Libra Productions, 1983. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's white pictorial card
wrappers; 96pp.; photographic illus. throughout. Light rubbing to edges, otherwise binding is sound
and pages unmarked. Very Good.

Rare collection of poems from the New York City Library School system instructor. Includes photos
of some of "Urban Poet Fast Eddie Williams" performances along with "Funky Rhythms," "Epitaph
For The Dead Living," and "Blackfolks Are Kool," among others. Three copies in OCLC as of
February, 2024.
 

Price: $150

Winner of both the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award for Biography

7. Edmund Morris

The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt [Signed]

New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, Inc, 1979. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's boards in
black pictorial dust jacket retaining original price; 886pp.; halftone photographic illus. throughout.
Dust jacket lightly chipped with some minor wrinkling along edges; vertical crease to rear flap.
Boards lightly shelfworn and mildly sunned; very slight bowing to front board at fore-edge,
otherwise binding is sound. Previous owner's signature in red ink to front pastedown; ownership
blindstamp to title page; interior else unmarked. Very Good or better. Signed by the author on front
free endpaper.

An exceptionally nice copy of the 1980 winner of both the Pulitzer Prize for Biography and the
National Book Award for Biography.
 

Price: $400

"In the year 2000 all racecar driving will be taken over by women"

8. Edward Ruscha and Lawrence Weiner

Hard Light

Hollywood, CA: Heavy Industry Publications, 1978. First Edition. 12mo; publisher's photo-
illustrated card wraps; unpaginated; chiefly halftone photographic illus. throughout. Publisher's
promotional card included. Slight curling towards fore-edge of wrappers and promotional card,
binding otherwise sound and pages unmarked. A Near Fine copy of this scarce photo-novel,
featuring Shelley Chamberlain, Suzanne Chandler, and Susan Haller.
 

Price: $750

Swiped from Hannah Cushing

9. Edward Wigglesworth

Some Distinguishing Characters of the Extraordinary and Ordinary Ministers of the Church of
Christ, Briefly Considered, in Two Discourses delivered at the publick lectures, in Harvard-College,
November 12th and 19th. 1754. After the Reverend Mr. Whitefield's preaching at Cambridge

Boston: Printed and Sold by Thomas Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill, 1754. First Edition.
Small octavo; removed; 34pp. ([A]-D4 E1, lacking half title, otherwise collated complete); woodcut
head- and tail-pieces. Small shallow loss across title page top margin affecting title with loss of text
(supplied by Evans), brief soil to external leaves, contemporary ownership inscription at bottom of
title page, "Hannah Cushing her Book," with additional gift inscription on following page, "To Mr.
Bela Lincoln from his friend & [trimmed] / C. Cushing." Good to Very Good overall.

Evidently given to Bela Lincoln as a gift on the occasion of his graduation from Harvard in 1754. It
is unclear how Hannah Cushing reacted to her book being given away in such a manner.

ESTC W29448; EVANS 7338; SABIN 103905
 

Price: $425

Rebuffed by Lily Tomlin

10. Eileen Myles [ed.]

Dodgems

New York: Subsidiary of Fido Productions, n.d. but 1977. First Edition. Quarto (28cm.); publisher's
comb-bound photo-illustrated card wrappers; text printed from manuscript and typescript. Light
wear and toning, else a Very Good or better example.

The first of just two issues of this little magazine edited by the poet Eileen Myles while working
with the St. Marks Poetry Project. Fellow-members of the Project feature here, including Alice
Notley and Paul Violi. The collection also jokingly reproduces the letter from rising star Lily Tomlin
in response to Myles' solicitation: "As you might have anticipated...I don't have anything to submit
to you for your magazine."
 

Price: $250

A punchy, plagiarizing embalmer

11. [Embalming] H. S. [Howard Samuel] Eckles

Eckles' Anatomical Aid [with illustrated overlays and two original anatomical drawings]

Philadelphia, PA: H. S. Eckles & Co., ca. 1905. Interior plates dated 1903 with 1905 date stamped
on exterior. Portfolio (38.5 x 29cm) with a metal clasp, contains 8 full-color illustrations, four with
various overlays of anatomical detail and four black and white illustrations. Accompanied by two
elaborate, hand-drawn and colored anatomy charts (35.5 x 56cm), folded, of the venous system and
the arterial system, along with a typed two-sided corresponding list. Charts possibly from a later
date with Miller Jr's ownership signature to verso (see below).

Portfolio moderately worn with brief exposure and minor fraying. Soiling to interior and and light
wear to illustrations and overlays, in particular rear clasps. Charts well worn and cracked along
folds with tape remnants to edges. Overall Good to Very Good with evidence of frequent use. OCLC
notes an accompanying book published by Eckels, rather scarce and not included here, and a similar
aid produced by a James Knox over a decade prior. Eckels was a feisty embalmer, often tussling in
the press and successfully sued for plagiarism, so it is not shocking to see some of Knox's images
recreated here.

Of particular note are the 6 full-color anatomical diagrams with flaps that unfold to give students a
visual, detailed representation of the human body: the Body (10 layers), Head (3 layers), Ear (3
layers) and Eye (5 layers), Arm (5 layers) and Leg (5 layers), variously noting injection points and
"bony landmarks," the latter in manuscript. The eye diagram alone includes a tissue-paper layer and
a blue cellophane-like layer, visually and pedagogically impressive.

This embalming aid was owned by Earl Clifton Miller (1887 - 1966) who studied at the Eckles
College of Embalming, formerly located in Philadelphia. Miller went on to run a funeral home in
Mercer, Pennsylvania. The accompanying hand-drawn anatomical charts are signed by Earl C.
Miller Jr. (1913 - 1988), who followed in his father's footsteps, this time at the Pittsburgh
Embalming School, and later returned to work in the family business. An informative and
compelling tour into the embalmer's art and practice in the early 20th century.

Reference: Robert G. Mayer. Embalming History, Theory, and Practice. Fourth Edition (2006).
 

Price: $450

"Snow Man — Thrilling"

12. [India] [Nursing school] Anonymous

Original Photo Album from an Indian nurse's training days

Kasauli, India: [s.i.], 1956-57. Oblong quarto; original string-tied decorated silver boards filled
nearly to completion with one hundred seventeen (117) black and white photographs with captions
to most written in white ink manuscript. Boards rather soiled with light edgewear, otherwise binding
sound. A few photographs missing; some marginal chipping; tape repair to every page near gutter
though text and images largely unaffected; overall Very Good.

Intriguing look into the life of a young nurse in mid-1950s India. The photos, often captioned by our
subject, show us the friends, work, and leisure of a young nurse in recently-independent India. We
see the play "Shriman," performed, an Independence Day celebration, and many scenes with her
friends and co-workers, often accompanied by amusing commentary: "All dead look - Cheer Up!!!"
or "Oh! My! One man with this OCTOGAN [of women] - Terrible."
 

Price: $450

Pre-presidential

13. John Quincy Adams

An Oration, Delivered at Plymouth, December 22, 1802. At the Anniversary Commemoration of the
First Landing of Our Ancestors, at That Place

Boston: Printed by Russell and Cutler, 1802. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's blue unadorned
stitched wrappers; 31pp. Wraps chipped along edges and spine with mild toning. Pages also chipped
along edge though text unaffected; interior unmarked. A Very Good copy of a scarce item, published
when the future President was serving as a member of the Massachusetts Senate.

SABIN 293
Price: $500

Remarkably fresh copy of a rare Edwards item

14. Jonathan Edwards

A Divine and Supernatural Light, immediately imparted to the soul by the spirit of God, shown to be
both a scriptural and rational doctrine. A sermon, preached at Northampton, and published at the
desire of some of the hearers in the year 1734

Boston: Printed and Sold by Manning & Loring, No. 2 Cornhill. [Published by Charitable
Distribution.], n.d. ca. 1800-1815. 12mo; publisher's stitched blue wrappers; 24pp. ([A]-B6, collated
complete). Minor foxing and toning to wrappers and textblock,  faint creasing to wrappers, else a
fresh, Very Good to Near Fine, untrimmed copy.

Unstated and undated second edition of this early Edwards sermon, this state "Published by
Charitable Distribution."

EVANS 28616; SHAW & SHOEMAKER 4135
 

Price: $500

Just two in OCLC

15. Kahlil Almustafa

I'm crying everyone's tears [Signed]

New York / Baltimore: Black Alchemist Press, Ink, 2002. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's blue
photo-illustrated wrappers; 37pp. + "Reparations 101" to rear. Covers a bit rubbed along edges,
binding otherwise sound and pages unmarked. Signed by Almustafa with brief inscription to
previous owner on title page.

Scarce collection of poems includes "Cotton," "Blk Folk Sittin' On the Front of Buses," and
"Tangeloes." No copies in retail at time of this writing, and only two institutional holdings found in
OCLC, at UC Berkeley and Texas A&M.
 

Price: $100

The American businessman's guide to exploiting Mexican resources

16. Leonidas Le Cenci Hamilton

Hamilton's Mexican Handbook; A Complete Description of the Republic of Mexico...

Boston: D. Lothrop & Co., 1883. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's blue gilt-lettered cloth;
[2],281,xiii,[8]pp.; twelve (12) leaves of plates, mostly views, pictorial ads bound in rear. Minor
shelf wear, corners tapped, front hinge starting, contemporary ownership ex libris and pencil
inscription to front pastedown and free endpaper, very occasional pencil marginalia, else a Very
Good, attractive copy overall.

Part travel guide, part businessman's handbook. The title page continues: "[Mexico's] Mineral and
Agricultural Resources, Cities and Towns of every State, Factories, Trade, Imports and Exports,
how legally to acquire property in Mexico, how to transact business under Mexican laws, Railroads
and travelling [sic] in the Republic, Tariff Regulations, Duties, &c., &c. and a Commercial
Directory of the Principal Business Men in Mexico..."
 

Price: $200

The anarchist author's first book of poems

17. Lola Ridge

The Ghetto and Other Poems

New York: B.W. Huebsch, 1918. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's brown gilt-lettered cloth, dark
topstain; 101pp. Boards show moderate edgewear with shallow loss to spine ends, brief exposure to
edges, and splits and tears along top of spine with glue remnants and signs of repair. Binding
otherwise sound. Many pages uncut and interior unmarked. Overall a Very Good copy of a the first
book of poems from the Irish-born New Zealand-American anarchist and modernist poet.
 

Price: $400

Unrecorded broadside laid in

18. [New England] [Military Tactics] New England Guards

Constitution of the New England Guards. Instituted September 22, 1812 [with broadside "Guards
Festival Song" by Thomas Power dated 1844 laid in]

Boston: Printed by Banister and Marvin, 1824. Third Edition. 12mo; publisher's black sheep over
cloth; 94,[1]pp. Printed invitation to an "Old Guards" meeting for September 17th, 1844 laid in,
with head and tail notes in manuscript. Broadsheet of "The Guards Festival Song" by Thomas
Power also laid in. Moderate wear to edges of boards, binding otherwise sound. Ownership
inscriptions to front free endpaper; toning to interior but legible throughout. Laid in sheets both
folded with regular age wear, else all sound and Very Good.

Includes artillery maneuvers, a light infantry manual, and past officer and member lists with death
or discharge dates, here with additional manuscript notations. Invitation lists George Tyler Bigelow
as a committee member. Bigelow was chosen as captain of the Guards after their lauded service in
helping deal with the Broad Street Riot of 1837. Scarce: "The Guards Festival Song" evidently
unrecorded.

SABIN 52686

Price: $350

Coincides with the conclusion of the Long Walk of the Navajo

19. [New Mexico] [U.S. Military] Captain James R. Kemble

Monthly Return of Quartermaster's Stores

[New Mexico?]: 1867. Quarto; self-wrappers; [8]pp.; tables throughout, many accomplished in
manuscript. Soiling and edgewear to covers, with two horizontal folds. Very Good.

Store report generally reflects its use by the U.S. 3rd Cavalry, with most of the material related to
the care and management of horses. Fort Wingate was located near San Rafael, New Mexico, and in
the mid 1860s was the staging point for the Long Walk of the Navajo.
 

Price: $450

A Yost typewriter fitted with Cree syllabics

20. [New Testament] [Cree Language] John Alexander Mackay et al [trans.]

The New Testament in Plain Cree

London: British and Foreign Bible Society, 1904. Revised Version, with 1904 date to title and
copyright pages. Octavo; publisher's blue-green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, black endpapers;
453pp.; text almost entirely in Cree syllabics. Boards rubbed with brief exposure. Binding gives a
little but holding overall. Newspaper article regarding Methodist missionary and amateur linguist
James Evans pasted to front flyleaf; interior else unmarked. A Very Good copy.

According to Peel, a committee was formed in 1898 to revise the Cree Bible.  "Mackay was
responsible for the final form of the work, based on a draft submitted by [William] Mason, who was
also involved in the project to revise the Cree Bible. Mackay is said to have used a Yost typewriter
fitted with Cree syllabics."  A separate printing of Luke appeared the same year and the Old and
New Testaments were reprinted 1908.

PEEL 2782

Price: $350

Benin, Trinidad, Nuyorican

21. Rashidah Ismaeli, Cheryl Byron, Rota Silverstrini et al

Womanrise [Limited Edition, Inscribed and Signed by Silverstrini]

New York: Shamal Books, [1978]. First Edition, Limited to 1000 copies. Octavo (21.5cm.);
publisher's yellow pictorial card wrappers; 115pp.; illus. throughout. Very light shelf wear, faint
vertical crease to upper cover, else a Near Fine copy. Inscribed and signed by contributor Rota
Silverstrini on p. [37].

Uncommon anthology of poetry by Black women authors including Benin-born Black Artist
Rashidah Ismaili; Trinidadian-born poet Cheryl Byron; and Nuyorican poet Sandra Maria Esteves.
 

Price: $150

Including a lengthy interview with the "King of Rockabilly" Ray Campi

22. Ronny Weiser

Rollin' Rock Numerock 10

North Hollywood, CA: Rollin' Rock Pub. / Hollywood Rock'n'Roll Fan Club, n.d., ca. 1970s. First
Edition. Quarto (28cm.); publisher's pink photo-montaged staple bound wrappers; [19]ll.; illus.
Wrappers a bit worn and toned at extremities, rear leaf starting to separate but present, else Good to
Very Good overall.

Rockin' Ronny Weiser's zine periodical published "whenever I manage." The publication was used
to promote Weiser's music label (Rollin' Rock Records), which specialized in the blues and
rockabilly genres. This issue includes a lengthy interview between Weiser and the "King of
Rockabilly" himself, Ray Campi (1934-2021), whose Wikipedia page attributes Campi's emergence
onto the music scene thanks to Weiser's discovery of the musician in the 1970s.
 

Price: $150

Uncommon poetry collection by the late Poet Laureate of Chicago

23. Sam Greenlee; Sterling Plumpp [fwd.]; Mike Cook [intro.]

"Be-Bop Man / Be-Bop Woman" 1968-1993 - Poetry and other raps [Inscribed & Signed]

Cambria Heights, NY: BlaCast Entertainment / Natiki Books, 1995. First Edition. Octavo;
publisher's red pictorial card wrappers; 155pp.; black and white photographs and illustrations
throughout. Wrappers show light shelfwear with some mild smudging, otherwise binding is sound
and pages unmarked. Near Fine. Signed by Greenlee with brief inscription to previous owner on
title page.

Scarce collection from the author of The Spook Who Sat by the Door featuring previous works
"Blues for An African Princess," "Blues for Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas," and "West Indian
Summer," among many others.

Price: $150

The author's first book not a hit with parents

24. Shel Silverstein

Uncle Shelby's ABZ Book: A Primer For Tender Young Minds

New York: Simon and Schuster, 1961. First Edition, First Printing. Slim quarter; publisher's white
pictorial card wrappers; [74]pp.; illus. Moderate shelf wear to wrapper extremities, spine slightly
cocked and toned, light dust-soil, else Very Good, internally clean and sound.

One of Shel Silverstein's earliest publications, a tongue-in-cheek interpretation of the young reader's
primer that faced backlash for its subversive messages. Evidently parents took issue with excerpts
such as "K is for kidnapper. See the nice kidnapper. The kidnapper has a lollipop. The kidnapper has
a keen car. The car can go fast. Tell the nice kidnapper that your daddy has lots of money. Then
maybe he will let you ride in his car." Later editions prominently feature the sticker "A primer for
adults only."
 

Price: $125

On the even of the global AIDS epidemic

25. Tim Dlugos; Richard Elovich [cover photograph]

Je Suis Ein Americano

[Los Angeles]: Little Caesar Press, [1979]. First Edition. Slim octavo (21.5cm.); publisher's white
photo-illustrated card wrappers; 33pp. Light wear  to wrapper extremities, minor dust-soil, else Very
Good and sound.

Early poetry chapbook by the American author praised in Marjorie Perloff's blurb on the rear cover
as a "remarkably funny, irreverent, hilarious, sad, touching collection of lyrics, prose poems and
crisp language constructions." Tragically, Dlugos contracted HIV in 1987 and died of complications
from AIDS in 1990. This collection, published shortly before the global AIDS epidemic, binds
together two men affected by the tragedy: Richard Elovich, who took the author photo, is today
perhaps best known for his AIDS activism and work with ACT UP.
 

Price: $200

Nothing compares to the Ultra-Ash series

26. [Trade Catalogs] [Fashion] [Revlon]

Revlon presents Softint Proteinized Creme Hair Color [cover title]

New York: Revlon, Inc., 1962. First Edition. Quarto; publisher's color photo-illustrated bifolium;
seventeen (17) hair color samples mounted to interior. Light edgewear; punctures from hair mounts
to rear; general surface scratching, otherwise Very Good.

This trade catalog includes Revlon's "Predict-A-Mat" chart to interior, indicating how stylists and
patrons can change their natural Light Blonde hair to, say, Light Gold or Sunburst. Rear cover
includes an additional chart showing how the competitors have no direct comparable shades to the
Ultra-Ash series. A glimpse into the world of early 1960s advertising and fashion. No copies in
retail and not located in OCLC.
 

Price: $125

American style!

27. [Trade Catalogs] [Fashion]

Quality Hair Nets

Edinburgh: s.i., ca. 1950s. Oblong quarto; publisher's string-bound wrappers; [3]ll. with six hair net
samples mounted to rectos and versos, many in original packaging. Light scuffing and spotting,
edges worn, though otherwise sound in binding. Creasing to edges of pages, else toned but
unmarked. Very Good.

This notebook presumably used for a department store ("Bufferys'" stamped to front) with each
sample accompanied by a printed label with product name, code, details, inventory and display
status within the store, either in dispensers, showcards, or on display units. Madonna Surefit and
Lion Nylon are the two brands featured, both made in England though one boasts of being made
"American style!"
 

Price: $200

Uncommon Woodrow Wilson hagiography

28. [Woodrow Wilson] J. Eugene Harley

Woodrow Wilson Still Lives — His World Ideals Triumphant [Inscribed and Signed to Frederick L.
Schuman]

Los Angeles: Center for International Understanding, [1944]. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's cloth
in white printed dust jacket; xiii,[1],193pp. Moderate wear to jacket extremities, margins a bit foxed
and dust-soiled, especially along flap folds and rear panel, light discoloration to cloth, else Very
Good, internally clean and sound in the uncommon jacket.

Scarce, rather hagiographic, work by the president of the League of Nations Association and a
professor at the University of Southern California, warmly inscribed and signed to American
historian Frederick L. Schuman on front free endpaper: "Esteemed Fellow Admirer of Woodrow
Wilson and Faithful Co-Worker for the better world order envisioned by him.... With highest regards
of J. Eugene Harley."
 

Price: $150

The father of Korean-American literature

29. Younghill Kang

East Goes West [Signed]

Chicago: Follett Publishing Company, 1965. Reprint. Octavo; publisher's boards in pictorial dust
jacket retaining original price; 401pp. Dust jacket a bit worn along edges with some minor
chipping,  soiling and surface scratching. Boards lightly edgeworn with patchy bio-predation and
soiling to spine, though binding is otherwise sound. Bit of toning to pages with a couple spots to
rear endpapers. A Very Good copy overall. Signed by Younghill Kang with brief inscription to
previous owner at front free endpaper.

Originally published in 1937, East Goes West is the second novel published by Kang, designated the
father of Korean-American literature.
 

Price: $650

TERMS: We accept all major credit cards, PayPal, and checks. Reply to info@capitolhillbooks-
dc.com for further questions or inquiries, or call Aaron [Leis] at 940-300-2241. All items offered are
subject to prior sale. Returns will be accepted for any reason within 10 days of receipt.

Reciprocal courtesies to the trade. Institutions may be billed according to their needs.

Send an email to the above address if you would like to be included on our email list for future e-
lists and catalogs.
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